Outfit of the Day (OOTD) –
Neutral Monochrome Spring
Wear
Spring weather is finally here in Toronto! I was waiting for
this moment to start wearing my heels instead of boots. I am a
neutral colour kind of gal, so I wanted to pull of something
minimal monochrome look for this past Shabbat. Hope you all
like it!

DETAILS
Felted Wool Brown Hat – H&M
Hair – Natural Waves
Makeup – “No-Makeup” look
Brown Shirt – Forever 21
Ashen Gabrielle Midi Skirt – Wilfred/Artiza
Monaco 2 Tan Heels – Franco Sarto
Accessories – Black Hair Tie, Pandora Eternal Clouds Ring,
& Pandora Sterling Silver Bangle Bracelet
Nail Colour – OPI Staying Neutral

Style Guide
What I love doing is to pick a hero or two of my clothing
piece. My hero pieces are my midi skirt from Wilfred and the

wool hat from H&M.
I really wanted to wear my brown wool hat, so I decided to use
the colour as a base in my outfit of the day. I wanted to do a
similar tone in my outfit for this past Shabbat, so I decided
to grab a 3/4 sleeved shirt from Forever 21 that best matched
the hat. Thankfully I had a shirt that had a similar tone to
it.

I love this midi skirt from Wilfred. It’s comfortable and
drapes beautifully. It has pockets! And when a skirt has
pockets, it wins my heart. I chose this neutral grey colour
because it goes will with different outfit combination. It is
a beautiful piece that I own and it’s perfect for all season.
The oldest piece that I own from this outfit are my heels from
Franco Sarto. These wedges are my go-to and I wear them almost
everyday during the spring, summer, and fall. Hm…I may need to
replace it with a new pair…Anyways, when I say I love these
wedges, what I am really saying is I LOVE THESE WEDGES! They
are super comfortable and so stylish. I am a wedges type of
gal. I find wedges are heels that won’t make you tired,
uncomfortable and won’t let you sink on grass like regular
heels. I choose a neutral beige colour because it can go with
many outfits.
The best thing I’ve done with my collection of wardrobe is to
see if I can have multiple use of it. I usually stick with
basics because I tend to find more use to it.
See…modesty can be done in a stylish way! Hope you enjoy my
outfit of the day and will be posting more soon in the coming
weeks.

